Thursday, 9th January 2014

Tips for 2014
Economic Recovery to continue in 2014
In January 2013, we wrote about equity markets being undervalued and urged clients to buy equities
(click here to read our 4th January 2013 report). During the year we were critical of official statistics that
indicated the economy was returning to recession: the official statistics of GDP growth (or lack of) were
regularly revised upwards and as a consequence the economy was moving forward and the Chancellor
was proved correct in sticking to his austerity plan of reducing the deficit and relying on the private sector
to pull the economy round. Many economists were skeptical of that view.
It is pleasing to see the economists finally believe the recovery is sustainable1, and at Beaufort Securities
we agree. However there is perhaps some concern that as they have got it wrong before, we should
consider the opposite of the economists’ new enlightenment!
We argued in the January 2013 article, that equities were fundamentally undervalued in the medium
term, and that an early resumption to GDP could in fact push equities to higher valuations. We still
believe this to be the case, with the growth in the UK economy in 2014 and beyond likely to be better
than consensus forecasts. Why are we bullish?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Improving confidence from improving growth;
Recovery in housing market - prices up 5.5% in 12 months to October 2013;
Increasing consumer confidence - consumers feeling better off;
2014 to see a turning point in living standards;
Recovery is across services, manufacturing and construction;
With BIG UK PLC flush with cash we could see some significant M&A activity.

Some may argue we are being simplistic, but we believe things are not complicated as politicians and
bureaucrats often make it appear. The risks, we believe, are therefore on the upside.
1. http://www.ft.com/ukeconomy

Market Movements for the year to 31st December 2013
Instrument
FTSE 100
FTSE All Share
FTSE 250
FTSE Aim All Share
Dow Jones Industrial Average
Nasdaq
CAC 40
Xetra Dax
Nikkei
Hang Seng
GOLD $
Oil Brent $ Feb

Value at close on 31/12/13
6,749
3,610
15,935
851
16,577
4,177
4,296
9,552
16,291
23,306
1,196
110.80

% Change since 31/12/12
14.4%
16.7%
28.8%
20.3%
26.5%
38.3%
18.0%
25.5%
56.7%
2.9%
-27.7%
-0.3%

As at Close on 31st December 2013 except Xetra Dax and Nikkei at close on 30th December 2013
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Our Equity Recommendations - January 2013
We recommended 7 stocks twelve months ago (click here to read our 4th January 2013 report) and
£1,000 invested in each would have returned £8,738 from an initial investment of £7,000. A Capital
Return of 24.9% (26.7% total return including dividends).

Stocks Recommended in 2013: Average return 24.9% and all in positive territory
Company Name
BP
British & American
Tobacco
BT Group
Costain Group
Greene King
Royal Dutch Shell ‘B’
Whitbread

% Gain/Loss

Price
04/01/13 (p)
436
3125

Price
31/12/2013 (p)
488.05
3238

236
260.65
628
2196
2530

379.4
277
880.5
2280
3751

% Gain/(Loss)
+11.9%
+3.6%
+60.8%
+6.3%
+40.2%
+3.8%
+48.2%

+24.9%
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Beaufort Securities’ Stock Pick for 2014
FTSE 100 Selections

BG Group (New)
Key Data
Ticker:
Sector:

BG..L
Oil & Gas
Producers
Market:
FTSE 100
Market Cap:
£44,762m
Price:
1,313p
12 month High/Low: 1,322.5p/1,027.3p
Yield:
1.2%
P/E:
7.4x
Share price performance

BG is a proven industry-leading explorer
with a wide geological and technical
expertise with a unique LNG model and
in the latter case expects to be the
largest contracted supplier to China, the world’s fastest-growing
LNG market, by 2017. The company expect to deliver, from
these two areas, strong growth and LNG volumes, with an
increase in high margin production, capex falling from 2015, and
positive free cash flow in 2015. The strategy is focused on a
portfolio of 10-15 high quality assets, many of which we believe
are not wholly understood by the market. The company actively
manages its portfolio to reinvest in growth and prioritises value
over growth. The company is focused on their major growth
projects in Australia and Brazil.
Brazil
BG group participate in 5 large pre-salt discoveries in the Santos
Basin - Lula, Iracema, Sapinoá, Iara and Carioca - and participate
as operator in 10 blocks in the Barreirinhas Basin. They have
invested US$5bn in Brazil's oil and gas sector since 1994 and
estimate that their activities will deliver 500 000 barrels of oil
equivalent per day by 2020. The potential value creation here is,
we believe not reflected in the share price.
Australia
QGC, the Australian business of BG Group, is developing
Queensland Curtis LNG (QCLNG), which is scheduled to be the
world’s first project to turn gas from coal seams into liquefied
natural gas (LNG). QCLNG is one of Australia’s largest capital
infrastructure projects, involving US$20.4 billion of investment
from 2010 to 2014. The project will provide cleaner hydrocarbon
energy for export markets from 2014. The project involves
expanding production in the Surat Basin; building a 540kilometre pipeline network; and constructing a natural gas
liquefaction plant on Curtis Island, near Gladstone on the coast
of central Queensland. BG Group represents a excellent
investment at current levels.
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BP (Retained)
Key Data
Ticker:
Sector:

BP..L
Oil & Gas
Producers
Market:
FTSE 100
Market Cap:
£91,632m
Price:
492.85p
12 month High/Low: 494.7p/426.5p
Yield:
4.24%
P/E:
7.4x
Share price performance

The focus now is away from downstream
(sale of refineries) to focus on upstream –
exploration and production. The strategy
of ‘Shrink-to-Growth’ is now firmly
focused on the ‘growth’ aspect, and
although this will take time, there is the
potential to re-rate via a change in both
sentiment and perception of the ‘New BP’
and in anticipation of the future growth.
With further sales and a commitment to share buybacks, as well
as the flat capex commitment, we believe the returns to
shareholders will continue to improve. An inexpensive recovery
play, with a premium yield and further buy backs to enhance
returns.

British American Tobacco (Retained)
Key Data
Ticker:
BATS.L
Sector:
Tobacco
Market:
FTSE 100
Market Cap:
£59,482m
Price:
3,154.5p
12 month High/Low: 3,807.5p/3,087.5p
Yield:
4.14%
P/E:
7.4x
Share price performance

In the face of original attacks and
major liability claims, particular
in the USA many years ago, BAT
has not only survived but grown
and believe will not only
continue to grow, but with exceptional cash flow will
enable share-buy backs to continue. BAT enjoys strong
brands, strong management, ongoing cost savings and an
enviable geographical spread, and in particular, its strong
emerging markets presence. With those strengths the
company deserves a premium to its peers. We are seduced
by the high dividend yield, EPS (underlying) growth, share
buyback and dividend growth. The Company’s own target
for EPS growth is high single digits, which in challenging
markets is to be envied.
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BT Group (Retained)
Key Data
Ticker:
Sector:

BT.A
Fixed Line
Telecoms
Market:
FTSE 100
Market Cap:
£30,186m
Price:
379.1p
12 month High/Low: 388p/238.1p
Yield:
2.28%
P/E:
7.4x
Share price performance

BT
is
a
provider
of
communications services, serving
the needs of customers in the UK
and in more than 170 countries
worldwide. It has four customerfacing lines of business: BT Global Services is a managed
networked IT services business, serving customers in more
than 170 countries worldwide; BT Retail provides
communications products and services to the consumer
market, and provides IT and communications services to
small and medium-sized enterprises; BT Wholesale
provides products and services to over 1,000
communications providers in the UK; and Openreach is
responsible for the `last mile' of the UK access network and
for the roll-out of super-fast broadband. Its geographic
areas are: UK, Europe, Middle East and Africa, Americas
and Asia Pacific.
Concerns have been alleviated at recent presentations: BT
is not attempting to become a TV company, but requires
content to offer meaningful broadband/TV packages. BT
will continue to invest in superfast broadband, YouView
and content, but emphasises its growing dividend (+10%15%) and has a strong balance sheet. Plenty of scope for
cost reduction in Global Services. Superfast broadband is
exceeding expectations. The Company has plenty of selfhelp improvements to achieve, and a growing dividend.
With its aggressive foray into sport content one wonders if
there may be potential for a reciprocal arrangement with
Sky for mutual benefit.
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Next (New)
Key Data
Ticker:
NXT.L
Sector:
General Retailers
Market:
FTSE 100
Market Cap:
£9,511m
Price:
6,170p
12 month High/Low: 6,255p/3,878p
Yield:
1.53%
P/E:
7.4x
Share price performance

Next plc has more than 500
stores in the UK and Ireland. It
also has almost 200 stores in
more than 30 countries
overseas. The mail order
operation Next Directory launched in 1988, creating the
blueprint for catalogue retailing.
Online shopping was introduced in 1999 and the entire
book became available to shop from on the internet, page
by page – another first in home shopping in the UK. Next
Directory now also serves customers in around 60
countries outside the UK. Next continues to improve
customer service, introducing new initiatives such as next
day delivery as standard for Next Directory orders placed
before 9pm. Customers may collect or return items at any
of our stores nationwide should this be more convenient,
and a new in-house delivery service has been set up to
deliver large Home items with the ability to deliver at
weekends. As well as placing orders, customers are able to
check their accounts and make payments online.
A feature of the company is its online presence way ahead
of the competition, and another excellent Christmas
trading statement was issued in early January. Group PTP
has been guided to between £684m to £700m, up 10% and
12.5% respectively, with EPS growth between 21.6% and
24.5%. For as long I can recall Next has had in place a share
buyback and proposes in the year to 31 Jan 2014 to spend
£296m. In March 2013 the Company made a calculation
based on profit, share price and an Equivalent Rate of
Return, which would cap a buy-back at £52 per share.
Consequently, the Company has decided to pay a special
dividend of 50p per share. The cost of £75m approximates
to the cash they would have used for buybacks in the
period October 2013 to January 2014. This dividend will be
paid on 3 February to shareholders on the register at 17
January, so the shares will trade ex-dividend from 15
January.
In the year ahead, the Company currently expects to
generate and return a further £300m of surplus cash. This
will be returned either through further quarterly special
dividends or buybacks, depending on the share price. This
implies a yield of circa 6%. Quality.
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SAB Miller (New)
Key Data
Ticker:
SAB.L
Sector:
Beverages
Market:
FTSE 100
Market Cap:
£48,461m
Price:
3,010.5p
12 month High/Low: 3,683.5p/2,860.5 p
Yield:
1.98%
P/E:
7.4x
Share price performance

SABMiller is one of the world's leading
brewers with more than 200 beer
brands and some 70,000 employees in
over 75 countries. They also have
growing businesses in soft drinks and
are one of the world's largest bottlers of Coca-Cola
products. SABMiller has become a global leader by
excelling locally - nurturing strong, local brands and
building brand portfolios that meet the needs of
consumers in each of their markets. The portfolio of
brands includes premium international beers such as
Pilsner Urquell, Peroni Nastro Azzurro, Miller Genuine
Draft and Grolsch, as well as leading local brands such as
Águila, Castle, Miller Lite, Snow, Tyskie and Victoria Bitter.
SABMiller has created leading positions in both emerging
and developed markets across the world.
SABMiller’s strength lies in its exposure to growth markets
of Latin America, Africa and Asia. It also has large or
dominant market positions. We would expect to see
further sector consolidation with SABMiller involved. From
its early listing in London, from a single continent focus it
has grown into a world class and world respected leader in
its global industry.

Whitbread (Retained)
Key Data
Ticker:
WTB.L
Sector:
Travel & Leisure
Market:
FTSE 100
Market Cap:
£6,923m
Price:
3,838p
12 month High/Low: 3,845p/2,382 p
Yield:
1.39%
P/E:
7.4x
Share price performance

The quality play in sector.
Whitbread owns many
leading brands, including Premier Inn, Beefeater Grill,
Brewers Fayre and Costa Coffee. The strong brands
continue to deliver strong like-for-like performance. The
interim results to 29th August 2013 again demonstrated
the quality of Whitbread’s offering, with overall revenue
up 12.4% to £1.144bn and underlying pre-tax profit (PTP)
up 12.6% to £216m. The Interim dividend was increased by
11.8%. In the divisions, the Hotels and Restaurants grew
PTP by 7.9% and Costa Coffee by 20.5%. Cash flow from
operations grew by 7.9% and net debt fell by $£40m to
£430m.
As the Chairman commented ‘…another good set of results
with the leading brands going from strength to strength’
and we believe the company will continue to improve as
the economy gains momentum. This is a continuing growth
story that is validated across all the brands and the
geographies.
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FTSE 250 Selection

Pennon (New)
Key Data
Ticker:
Sector:

PNN.L
Gas, Water &
Multiutilities
Market:
FTSE 250
Market Cap:
£2,436m
Price:
658.5p
12 month High/Low: 729.1p/621p
Yield:
4.03%
P/E:
7.4x
Share price performance

Pennon Group PLC is the
licensed water and sewerage
service provider for Devon,
Cornwall and parts of Dorset and Somerset. However it
also has a waste business that is often overlooked, namely
Viridor. Viridor is constructing six Energy from Waste
(EfW) plants, and four will be completed in 15 months.
Pennon’s investment in Energy from Waste (EfW) has
progressed such that its capacity will increase by over 3.5x
to nearly 1.5m tonnes in the next 15 months. Whilst there
is an expected risk of a reduction in the returns allowed in
Pennon’s water business*, its lower exposure to water
because of the Viridor investment deserves to outperform
its peers. Importantly the market should begin to recognise
that from being an investor/plant construction to a
producer, leading to a deserved re-rating.
*Ofwat has altered the timetable of the price review, with
key financial parameters to be announced 27th January
2014. The sector expects a lower weighted average cost of
capital (WACC) from the current of 4.2%. Final Ofwat’s
decision expected late 2014. Whilst unhelpful for the
sector, it is not unexpected. However, for Pennon we
believe any weakness in the share price should taken
advantage of because of the Viridor investment coming to
fruition.
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FTSE Small Cap Selection

Costain Group (Retained)
Key Data
Ticker:
Sector:

COST.L
Construction &
Materials
Market:
FTSE Small Cap
Market Cap:
£197.89m
Price:
299p
12 month High/Low: 310p/245.25p
Yield:
3.47%
P/E:
7.4x
Share price performance

The principal activities of the group are
Consultancy, Engineering, Construction
and Operations and Maintenance. Its
four
business
segments
are
Environment, Infrastructure, Energy &
Process, and Land Development operations. Environment
division comprises group's operations in the water, waste,
education and retail sectors. Infrastructure division
includes the Group's operations in the highways, rail and
airports sectors. Energy & Process division includes group's
operations in nuclear power, hydrocarbons and chemicals
sectors. Land Development division is responsible for the
Alcaidesa land and marina development activity in
Southern Spain, a 50% joint venture with a subsidiary of
Santander Bank. The January 2014 trading update
maintains full year guidance and with its partnership
approach and its ability to offer complex solutions, it is well
positioned in the UK infrastructure market. As a result of
new contract wins and extensions, including the landmark
AMP6 programme for Thames Water, the Hinkley Point C
nuclear power station project, and a number of additional
contracts for Crossrail, the Group finished the 2013 year
end with a high quality order book up 25% at £3.0 billion
(2012: £2.4 billion) of which over 90% is repeat orders,
providing good long-term revenue visibility. In excess of
£750 million of work has been secured for 2014 (2012: in
excess of £700 million secured for 2013).
The quality management, the company’s growth prospects
in a difficult environment and an attractive yield, provides
investors with an investment opportunity in a company
readily equipped for any resumption in underlying growth
in the sector combined with self-help initiatives.
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FTSE AIM Selections

Avanti Communications Group (New)
Key Data
Ticker:
Sector:

AVN.L
Mobile
Telecommunications
Market:
FTSE AIM
Market Cap:
£264.89m
Price:
235p
12 month High/Low: 338.16p/133.8p
Yield:
N/A
P/E:
7.4x
Share price performance

Avanti Communications Group PLC sells
managed
satellite
data
communications services using Ka band
satellites on a wholesale basis to
service providers. Avanti owns a fleet
of three satellites, two in orbit, with a
fourth to be acquired in-orbit. In addition Avanti owns
three earth stations with back up antenna facilities. The
company has a unique cloud technology strategy which
differentiates with its flexibility and importantly its quality.
The latter benefit allows Avanti to offer unique product
offering with commensurate pricing power. Its services are
used in Enterprise, Carrier, Government and Broadband
markets. To date Avanti has $800 million invested in its
infrastructure. There are obvious multi-layered barriers to
entry.
With an increasingly ‘blue chip’ customer base the in-situ
assets are unique as are the master register of spectrum.
Of recent note and which certainly underpins our belief in
Avanti’s potential is the recent success in cellular backhaul
in Europe and Enterprise in South Africa. Avanti’s offering
is increasingly being seen as a necessity for mission critical
delivery of services. In backhaul its necessity for mobile
operators is becoming increasingly apparent with a
number of trials underway in Africa and the near Middle
East. News on the results could have a material impact for
Avanti’s share price. Any material order in backhaul could
have a significant impact on capacity utilisation. The shares
have been as high as 730p in December 2011 and 400p in
July 2012.
With Paul Walsh (previously CEO Diageo) as Chairman
designate and management engaging with the investment
community things may no longer ’pie-in-the-sky’. Definitely
one to tuck away.
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Parkmead Group (New)
Key Data
Ticker:
Sector:

PMG.L
Oil & Gas
Producers
Market:
FTSE AIM
Market Cap:
£178.91m
Price:
258.5p
12 month High/Low: 268.9p/161.25p
Yield:
N/A
P/E:
7.4x
Share price performance

Parkmead Group is an oil and gas
company engaged in oil & gas
exploration and production.
From a standing start 2 years ago, as at November 2013,
Parkmead is receiving revenue from over 1000 boepd, with
25.4m barrel (2P) reserves with 48 blocks under licence.
However, on 30th December 2013, the Company
announced it has signed an agreement to increase its
ownership in the Athena field from 10% to 30%.
Completion is subject to the usual partner and regulatory
approvals.
Total production from the Athena field averaged circa 9000
bopd in Q2 2013, but subsequent pump work has reduced
the average to circa 7,500bopd. There is a work
programme planned for 2014 to increase production back
up to normal levels. Parkmead's increased interest in the
field will provide the Company with significant growth in
production revenues and operating cash flows.
The acquisition of the additional interest in the Athena
field fits perfectly into Parkmead's strategy to become a
key E&P player in the North Sea. The Group has been
awarded a total of 30 blocks spanning eight licences across
the UK, through the 27th Licensing Round, including high
potential areas West of Scotland and West of Shetlands. In
addition to increasing its stake in Athena, the Group
continues to build its presence in the Central and Southern
North Sea. Parkmead operates the Greater Perth oil area,
and has built extensive acreage with a number of
exploration prospects to add to the Platypus gas field and
the recent gas discovery at Pharos. We believe the story of
Parkmead is in its first chapters and continue to believe
there is serious value building here.

Sources: FT.com, The Economist, ProQuote, Bloomberg, Sunday Times, Sunday Telegraph. Daily Telegraph, The
th
Times, Evening Standard, Company Websites. Share prices quoted correct as at the close on 8 January 2014.
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Recommendations
During the three months to end-December 2013, the number of stocks on which Beaufort Securities has published recommendations was 228,
and the recommendations were as follows: Buy - 48; Speculative Buy - 127; Hold - 52; Sell - 1.
Full definitions of the recommendations used by Beaufort Securities in its publications and their respective meanings can be found on our website
here.
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